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Abstract  
 
This project is the development of a machine learning software system that is designed to               
identify, report, and predict censorship on one of the world’s largest social news sites,              
Reddit. The software system constantly reads in large amounts of real time social news              
networking data from the Reddit API. It then identifies the articles and posts that were               
censored by either moderation or by self-censorship. Those articles and posts will then             
be input as training data for a decision tree machine learning algorithm using Apache              
Spark. This algorithm will be used to predict whether or not a certain article and post                
title will be censored given certain variables or keywords in the post’s title. This              
application will also report on all the posts being censored to help curb or increase               
visibility of such events. The goal of this project is to create a system that can help                 
identify censorship online and to report on trends in censorship in online communities to              
help enable free and open speech on the internet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. Extended Abstract 
 
There are a multitude of social news networks that exist in today’s age.  A lot of people 
around the world get their entire news intake from these sites.  Many of these sites are 
moderated by the companies themselves such as Facebook and Google news feeds.  Sites 
like Reddit enable users themselves to moderate the news and in many instances the users 
are unaware of what or whom is moderating that content.  Reddit is currently (according 
to Alexa [6]) the 5th-most popular website in America and 18th in the world. Gottfried 
and Shearer [5] estimate that 70% of users on Reddit get news on that platform, the 
highest among all the social media platforms they surveyed.  Many Reddit users are 
unaware if the content and news they are viewing has been moderated for an ulterior 
motive.  There are many communities on Reddit known as subreddits that cater to 
specific subjects, like /r/WorldNews, which has around 16 million readers, and 
/r/Wisconsin, which has around 17 thousand readers.  This project is an attempt to 
provide transparency by identifying censorship on Reddit and reporting those trends in 
censorship in that online community to help enable free and open speech on the internet. 
 
 
1.1 - Structure 
 
This project consists of two new and separate applications running on an Ubuntu cluster. 
Each server within the cluster is running Apache Spark and the cloud monitoring service 
Datadog.  One additional server is running a MySQL database instance.  
 
 
1.2 - The Controller 
 
The first application, written in Java running as a Linux service on each server, herein 
will be referred to as ‘The Controller’.  The Controller, on startup, queries the MySQL 
instance to ask for a set of subreddits that it should be monitoring.  Using a set of stored 
procedures on the MySQL instance the server selects and returns a set of subreddits to 
The Controller to monitor. The Controller retrieves the top 50 posts on each specific 
subreddit in roughly 1/60th of a second depending the size of that subreddit.  Due to the 
limitations of Reddit’s API it will never exceed the rate 1/60th of a second.  The 
Controller then watches to see if any of those posts fall from the top 50 to the top 300 or 
disappear completely.  If a post simply falls to the top 300 then the post is considered to 
be unmoderated and still freely available for users to read and comment on.  If a post 
disappears from the top 50 and top 300 then it is considered to be moderated and is not 



considered easily available for users to read and comment on.  Users with a link to that 
post can still visit it but the moderated post will not be available on the front page of that 
site; thus it can be considered censored because new users cannot view it.  The 
Controller, on shutdown, notifies the MySQL instance that it is shutting down, and other 
Controller instances on other boxes will pick up the subreddits left behind. 
 
Each post that is considered to be moderated by the application is then stored in the 
MySQL database.   Each time a post is censored there is an additional 5% chance for an 
unmoderated post from the top 300 to be added to the database as training data.  Before 
the post is to be sent to the database it is sent through the Stanford CoreNLP [1, 2, 3, 4], 
which parses out keywords and saves them to a separate column in the database. 
 
With work being done every minute by The Controller, large stores of data are being 
created.  Once every day one of The Controllers will generate a 24-hour report of all 
posts moderated and post it to a subreddit created for this project called 
/r/CensorshipPrediction/ to increase online transparency. 
 
 
1.3 - The Predictor 
 
This training data is then fed into a second application herein known as ‘The Predictor’. 
The Predictor is an Apache Spark 2.0.1 application running in Java.  The Predictor’s 
objective is to provide a working Gradient Boosted Decision Tree to predict whether a 
certain keyword or set of keywords would lead to a post being censored.  Keywords 
parsed by  the Stanford CoreNLP are fed into a multi-stage pipeline to tokenize, hash, 
assemble, and finally predict upon.  The Predictor receives certain input from the 
administrative user upon startup that can include a specific subreddit or a specific 
keyword around which the user wants to cluster the training data.   When The Predictor is 
running its pipeline it shares the work across the entire Ubuntu cluster using Apache 
Spark.  When The Predictor is complete is returns a Gradient Boosted Decision Tree, 
tests the tree’s quality against a set of test data and then returns the accuracy on the test 
data for that tree. 
 
 
1.4 - Preliminary Results 
 



As stated earlier the objective of this project is to attempt to provide transparency by 
identifying censorship on Reddit and reporting those trends in censorship in that online 
community to help enable free and open speech on the internet. 
 
Some subreddits did not have easily discernible patterns to the data returned and The 
Predictor did not find a usable decision tree that correctly predicted post moderation more 
than 30% of the time.  It should be noted that merely flipping a coin would give you a 
50% chance of correctly predicting the result.  Other subreddits, with more consistent 
themes to post titles, allowed The Predictor to create trees that correctly predicted posts 
more than 67% of the time.  
 
On subreddits where prediction accuracy is  greater than 50% there may be patterns to the 
censorship of posts.  For instance, between February 1st and March 20th 2017, 
/r/WorldNews had 1,601 moderated posts in the top 50.  Of those 1,601 moderated posts, 
491 included the keyword ‘Trump’, accounting for 30.67% of the moderated posts.  In 
this case, we did find that The Predictor created a tree, which was 66.194% accurate, that 
had a root node of ‘Trump’—meaning it was the most descriptive keyword out of the 
entire dataset to predict whether or not something was moderated. 
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